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The Central Bank of Ireland in its “Discussion Paper 6 – Exchange Traded Funds” released May 15,
2017 states:1
“…ETFs are investment funds which are traded on stock exchanges and other markets in
the same way as listed equities are (and so can be purchased at any time during the trading
day, can be purchased on margin and can be short sold). Because ETFs enable investors
to achieve diversified exposure through a regulated investment fund structure they are
used by both retail and institutional investors alike….”
This is a common assumption in the market.
Background and Operational Factors
Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) in the U.S. are subject to the same trade and settlement rules and
processes as listed equity securities. The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in its
“Key Points About Regulation SHO” states:2
“…Generally, investors must complete or settle their security transactions within three
business days. This settlement cycle is known as “T+3,” shorthand for “trade date plus three
days….”, and:
“…Delivery on sales should be made by the settlement date. Under Rule 204, firms that
clear and settle trades must deliver securities to a registered clearing agency for clearance and
settlement on a long or short sale in any equity security by the settlement date or must take
immediate action to close out failures to deliver by no later than the beginning of regular
trading hours on T+4 (for short sales) or T+6 (for long sales and fails attributable to bona
fide market making)….”
In March 2017, the SEC adopted a T+2 settlement cycle and amended Rule 15c6-1(a) which:3
“…would mean that when an investor buys a security, the brokerage firm must receive
payment from the investor no later than two business days after the trade is executed. When
an investor sells a security, the investor must deliver to the brokerage firm the investor’s
security no later than two business days after the sale….”
While ETFs share the same trade and settlement rules and processes as listed equity securities, ETFs
are subject to a level of operational responsibilities not shared by listed equity securities. The
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following figure prepared by Deloitte in 2009 identifies 6 operational responsibilities unique to
ETFs.4

The operational responsibilities of the Authorized Participant (AP) are particularly important to the
operational state of the ETF. The Investment Company Institute (ICI) in its “2017 Investment
Company Fact Book” provides the following outline of the responsibilities of the AP:5
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“…

….”
A critical point noted in this outline from ICI of AP responsibilities is that while there is an
“expectation” that ETFs will be created or redeemed, APs have no legal obligation to create or to
redeem ETF shares.
From a market operational perspective, actual settlement converts market liquidity into actual cash
settlement liquidity on the agreed settlement day whether a T+2, T+3, T+6, or
T+AnyNumberOfDays trade event. If all the processes, participants, and in the case of ETFs,
operational responsibilities do not all “seamlessly” align to convert market liquidity into actual cash
liquidity for each trade event or transaction on the agreed date, an operational risk is created and
exists until actual settlement occurs.
The systemic operational risk metric representing that operational risk is based on the total value of
securities reported that were not delivered (fail or fail-to-deliver) on the date (settlement date)
specified at the time of the trade event or transaction. Settlement date is the selected metric because
as the agreed settlement date it marks the official date for change of legal ownership and possession.
Furthermore, the inability to find securities to make actual cash settlement on settlement date in the
current nanosecond trading environment casts doubt on market liquidity.
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Fails-to-deliver data is available from the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). The
SEC data is made available to the SEC by the National Securities Clearing Corporation (NSCC), a
subsidiary of The Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation (DTCC). The NSCC was:6
“…established in 1976, provides clearing, settlement, risk management, central counterparty
services and a guarantee of completion for certain transactions for virtually all broker-tobroker trades involving equities, corporate and municipal debt, American depositary receipts,
exchange-traded funds, and unit investment trusts.
NSCC also nets trades and payments among its participants, reducing the value of payments
that need to be exchanged by an average of 98% each day. NSCC generally clears and settles
trades on a T+3 basis.
NSCC is regulated by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)….”
The SEC in its “Fails-to-Deliver Data” describes the available fails-to-deliver data:7
“…contains the date, CUSIP numbers, ticker symbols, issuer name, price, and total number
of fails-to-deliver (i.e., the balance level outstanding) recorded in the National Securities
Clearing Corporation's ("NSCC") Continuous Net Settlement (CNS) system aggregated over
all NSCC members. Data prior to September 16, 2008 include only securities with a balance
of total fails-to-deliver of at least 10,000 shares as of a particular settlement date. Data on or
after September 16, 2008 include all securities with a balance of total fails-to-deliver as of a
particular settlement date. The data include fails-to-deliver in equity securities.
The values of total fails-to-deliver shares represent the aggregate net balance of shares that
failed to be delivered as of a particular settlement date. If the aggregate net balance of shares
that failed to be delivered is less than 10,000 as of a particular settlement date prior to
September 16, 2008, then no record will be present in the file for that date even if there are
fails in that security. If the aggregate net balance of shares that failed to be delivered is zero
as of a particular settlement date on or after September 16, 2008, then no record will be
present in the file for that date. Fails to deliver on a given day are a cumulative number of all
fails outstanding until that day, plus new fails that occur that day, less fails that settle that
day. The figure is not a daily amount of fails, but a combined figure that includes both new
fails on the reporting day as well as existing fails. In other words, these numbers reflect
aggregate fails as of a specific point in time, and may have little or no relationship to
yesterday's aggregate fails. Thus, it is important to note that the age of fails cannot be
determined by looking at these numbers. In addition, the underlying source(s) of the fails-todeliver shares is not necessarily the same as the underlying source(s) of the fails-to-deliver
shares reported the day prior or the day after….”
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The SEC in its data description states further that:8
…Please note that fails-to-deliver can occur for a number of reasons on both long and short
sales. Therefore, fails-to-deliver are not necessarily the result of short selling, and are not
evidence of abusive short selling or “naked” short selling….”
The reported SEC/NSCC securities transactions fails-to-deliver data is incomplete. The
SEC/NSCC data omits fails-to-deliver data from ex-clearing, internalized, or “special securities
transactions” operational processes. The SEC/NSCC fails-to-deliver data reports securities
transactions settlement in accordance with NSCC “Rules and Procedures.”9 Furthermore, as
outlined by the ICI outline of AP responsibilities:10

As such, the fails-to-deliver data reported by SEC/NSCC is considered a reliable securities market
source and metric that reflects the trade settlement patterns and practices of NSCC members,
including APs, clearing transactions through the national clearing system.
SEC/NSCC Fails-to-Deliver History
The SEC/NSCC history of the total value of fails-to-deliver for securities with a balance of at least
10,000 shares as of a particular settlement date since May 2007 and the history of the total value of
fails-to-deliver for securities with a balance as of a particular settlement date since September 2008 is
presented on Chart 1.
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Sources: U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, New York Stock Exchange, The Depository Trust and Clearing Corporation,
Nasdaq, Inc., Yahoo! Finance, Bloomberg L.P., ETF.com/IndexUniverse LLC, Bats Global Markets (Bats), a CBOE
company.
Note:

Historical market Notional Value Traded is the total for all of the U.S. equities exchanges and trade-reporting facilities (TRFs).
Notional Value is calculated by multiplying the execution price of each transaction by the total number of shares executed in
each transaction.

Chart 1 shows the SEC/NSCC history of the total value of fails-to-deliver for securities with a
balance as of a particular settlement date since October 2008 as a percentage of the Daily Total
Notional Value Traded 11reported by Bats Global Markets (Bats), a CBOE company, for all of the
U.S. equities exchanges and trade-reporting facilities (TRFs).
Chart 1 demonstrates a significantly reduced level of fails-to-deliver post-2008 financial distress.
Chart 1 indicates the percentage history of total fails-to-deliver value as reported in the SEC/NSCC
data is generally in the 1.00% range of the Daily Total Notional Value Traded. During the global
equity market upheaval during August and September 2015, settlement liquidity demands saw the
percentage of total fails-to-deliver value spike to the 1.50% range.

Bats Global Markets (Bats), a CBOE company - "Notional Value", which is also referred to as "Dollar Value Traded",
is calculated by multiplying the execution price of each transaction by the total number of shares executed in each
transaction. This method of calculating market share, as opposed to simply using the total number of shares that traded
hands, can be a better representation of the actual "size" of a market.
11
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These apparent nominal percentage fails-to-deliver ranges disguise fails-to-deliver patterns and
concentration since the 2008 financial turmoil.
In the midst of the 2008 financial market turmoil, the SEC issued two rulemaking orders amending
Regulation SHO under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (“Exchange Act”) by making
permanent amendments contained in Interim Final Temporary Rule 204T (“temporary Rule 204T”)
of Regulation SHO. 12
These rulemaking actions represented a series of steps to manage or curtail perceived abusive short
selling activity and persistent fails-to-deliver in certain equity securities. During this period of
turmoil and regulatory change, the relationship between listed equity securities fails-to-deliver and
ETFs fail-to-deliver completely reversed.
Chart 2 shows the history of securities with a balance of total fails-to-deliver of at least 10,000 shares
as of a particular settlement date since May 2007. In general, since late 2008 ETFs fails-to-deliver
have accounted for 60% to 70%, and occasionally as much as 80%, of the fails-to-deliver value
reported in the SEC/NSCC data.
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Sources: U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, New York Stock Exchange, The Depository Trust and Clearing Corporation,
Nasdaq, Inc., Yahoo! Finance, Bloomberg L.P., ETF.com/IndexUniverse.

A New Look - Concentration
ETFs’ movement to centre stage in the capital markets brings a systemic operational risk that has a
substantially different look from the listed equity securities systemic operational risk. Total market
systemic operational risk is disproportionately concentrated in a small number of ETFs.
Table 1 highlights the new look systemic operational risk. For the fiscal year ending June 30, 2017,
over 15,000 security symbols are included in the SEC/NSCC fails-to-deliver data for the period.
The Top 10 fails-to-deliver securities are all ETFs; none are listed equity securities. Three ETFs
account for approximately 10% of the total fails-to-deliver value of all securities that have been
reported in the SEC/NSCC data as fails-to-deliver. The 3 ETFs13 are the SPDR S&P 500 ETF
Trust (SPY) which invests in securities that seek to track the performance of the S&P 500® Index,
PowerShares QQQ TrustSM, Series 1 (QQQ) which invests in securities that seek to track the
performance of the Nasdaq-100 Index®, and iShares Russell 2000 ETF (IWM) which invests in
securities that seek to track the performance of the Russell 2000 Index. These three ETFs invest in
arguably very market-liquid, widely-held, listed equity securities.
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Sources: U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, New York Stock Exchange, The Depository Trust and Clearing Corporation,
Nasdaq, Inc., Yahoo! Finance, Bloomberg L.P., ETF.com/IndexUniverse LLC.

The ICI in its “2017 Investment Company Fact Book” reported that:14

Large cap domestic equity securities are important not only to ETFs but also to the listed equities
securities market. The Dow Jones Industrial Average Index, an S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, a
division of S&P Global index15 consists of 30 “blue chip”, large cap listed equity securities which are
also included in the S&P 500 Index. The S&P 500 Index focuses on the large cap sector of the
market.16 The Dow Jones Industrial Average Index is widely tracked and the component listed
equity securities are widely held.
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Since March 19, 201517, these same 30 listed equity securities make up the Dow Jones Industrial
Average Index of large cap securities18. Fails-to-deliver metrics for this group of large cap equity
securities provides fails-to-deliver results that can be compared to fails-to-deliver metrics for large
cap based ETFs. For fiscal year ending June 30, 2017, Table 2 lists the 30 listed equity securities
included in the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index. The component listed equity securities
included in this Index account for 1.55% of the total fails-to-deliver value of all securities reported in
the SEC/NSCC data as fails-to-deliver.
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Sources: U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, New York Stock Exchange, The Depository Trust and Clearing Corporation,
Nasdaq, Inc., Yahoo! Finance, Bloomberg L.P., ETF.com/IndexUniverse LLC, S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, a division of
S&P Global.

The ICI in its “2017 Investment Company Fact Book” particularly noted the current and historical importance
of the ETFs large cap market segments. Fails-to-deliver metrics for the 30 largest ETFs included in the
large cap market segments reported by ETF.com on June 30, 2017 are presented on Table 3. Table
11
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3 shows this group of 30 ETFs account for 9.70% of the total fails-to-deliver value of all securities
that have been reported in the SEC/NSCC data as fails-to-deliver. This compares to 1.55% of the
total fails-to-deliver value of all securities that have been reported for the 30 large cap listed equity
securities that make up the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index.
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Sources: U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, New York Stock Exchange, The Depository Trust and Clearing Corporation,
Nasdaq, Inc., Yahoo! Finance, Bloomberg L.P., ETF.com/IndexUniverse LLC.
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Using assets under management as reported by ETF.com on June 30, 2017 as the selection factor,
the 30 largest ETFs were identified as a representative group that might be considered to be “blue
chip” ETFs. This group of ETFs includes ETFs from across equity, fixed income, and commodity
market segments. Table 4 reveals that this group of 30 ETFs account for 15.11% of the total failsto-deliver value of all securities that have been reported in the SEC/NSCC data as fails-to-deliver.
This compares to the 1.55% of the total fails-to-deliver value of all securities that have been reported
for the 30 securities that make up the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index blue chip listed equity
securities.
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Sources: U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, New York Stock Exchange, The Depository Trust and Clearing Corporation,
Nasdaq, Inc., Yahoo! Finance, Bloomberg L.P., ETF.com/IndexUniverse LLC.
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Trading and Fails-to-Deliver - Differences
The concentration of fails-to-deliver is one factor of market settlement operational risk. The
relationship and volatility of fails-to-deliver value to the trading value are also important factors of
market settlement operational risk.
The Top 10 fails-to-deliver securities for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2017 are all ETFs; none are
listed equity securities on this list. The ETFs in the Top 10 fails-to-deliver list are based on a variety
of securities with different market and actual settlement liquidity profiles. Chart 3 reveals the Top
10 fails-to-deliver securities trading and fails-to-deliver history. This shows that the fails-to-deliver
history is significantly higher than the 0.50% to 1.50% percentage history of total fails-to-deliver
value to the Daily Total Notional Value Traded shown in Chart 1. During the global equity market
event of August and September 2015, trading value spiked and fails-to-deliver values rose to over
5.00% of the total trading value. Chart 3 demonstrates actual liquidity of these 10 ETFs was
stressed to satisfy settlement liquidity obligations created by market liquidity during this global
market event.

Sources: U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, New York Stock Exchange, The Depository Trust and Clearing Corporation,
Nasdaq, Inc., Yahoo! Finance, Bloomberg L.P., ETF.com/IndexUniverse LLC.

Chart 4 presents a 5-year trading and fails-to-deliver history ending June 30, 2017 of the 30 listed
equity securities derived from the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index. The Dow Jones Industrial
Average Index group of 30 listed equity securities is regarded as liquid to very liquid. Chart 4
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indicates that in general, total reported fails-to-deliver value as a percentage of daily total trading
value is less than 0.25%. During the global equity market turmoil August-September 2015, fails-todeliver spiked to the 0.40% range. Chart 4 reveals real liquidity of these 30 securities was actually
stressed significantly less during this global market event than for the 10 ETFs included in the Top
10 fails-to-deliver securities list.

Sources: U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, New York Stock Exchange, The Depository Trust and Clearing Corporation,
Nasdaq, Inc., Yahoo! Finance, Bloomberg L.P., ETF.com/IndexUniverse LLC.

Narrowing the focus, the trading and fails-to-deliver history of the 30 largest ETFs included in the

large cap market segments as reported by ETF.com on June 30, 2017 is reported in Chart 5. The 30
largest ETFs included in the large cap market segments are based on equity securities generally
considered to be liquid or very liquid. November 2015 is the first full month all 30 large cap ETFs
traded based on launch date or available data. Chart 5 shows the total trading value generally in the
same range as for the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index group. Even with the shorter
comparison period, Chart 5 demonstrates the total reported fails-to-deliver value as a percentage of
total trading value is much higher than the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index group.
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Sources: U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, New York Stock Exchange, The Depository Trust and Clearing Corporation,
Nasdaq, Inc., Yahoo! Finance, Bloomberg L.P., ETF.com/IndexUniverse LLC.

The 30 largest ETFs identified as a representative group that might be considered to be blue chip
ETFs are based on equity, fixed income, and commodity market securities. A variety of securities
with different market and actual settlement liquidity profiles are represented in the group. Chart 6
demonstrates the volatility in fails-to-deliver for the group. Chart 6 indicates a range of total
reported fails-to-deliver value as a percentage of daily total trading value of 0.50% to a fails-todeliver spike to the 4.25% range during the global equity market turmoil August-September 2015.
Actual liquidity of these 30 securities was stressed significantly greater than the Dow Jones Industrial
Average Index group of 30 securities in this global market event.
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Sources: U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, New York Stock Exchange, The Depository Trust and Clearing Corporation,
Nasdaq, Inc., Yahoo! Finance, Bloomberg L.P., ETF.com/IndexUniverse LLC.

Points for Consideration
The available operational metrics indicate exchange traded securities, ETFs, are not as efficient and
effective as the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index group of 30 listed equity securities in
converting market liquidity into actual liquidity to match settlement liquidity obligations.
The operational data available from the SEC/NSCC data omits fails-to-deliver data from exclearing, internalized, or “special securities transactions” operational processes. The SEC/NSCC
data can only serve as a “canary in the coal mine.” The available operational data history across
ETFs does suggest the following points for consideration:
- Do the unique ETF operational responsibilities carry an operational overhead which creates
an operational risk not found with listed equity securities?
- Might APs with operational responsibilities and no legal obligation to create or redeem ETF
shares, create a very different, undisclosed operational risk?
- What factors in the trading, short-selling, securities lending, or creation and redemption
operational processes create the differences between ETFs and listed equity securities which
share a common, operationally efficient electronic trading, clearance, and settlement market?
19
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- What market trading, operational processes and ETF operational responsibilities cause the
settlement liquidity difference between the large cap based ETF group and the blue chip
based ETF group?
- Might fails-to-deliver concentrated in a small number of ETFs impose a disproportionate
weight on market processes and actual market liquidity?
- Might the ETF fails-to-deliver which are in a concentrated group produce “false positives”
or “false negatives” in regulatory compliance, risk and management systems, and trade
algorithms and decision support data?
- What is the downstream cash “daisy chain” effect (operational and financial distress or
benefit) that results from the ETF fails-to-deliver volatility and concentration?
- Does the quality of collateral, reported as "actually" held, that is based on ETFs require
closer inspection?
- Might accounting and risk “netting” obscure actual capital-at-risk due to these concentrated
and volatile ETF operational events?
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Fred E. Sommers, President
OpsRisk Limited
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